
Tilly Blue Dot Temperament Test 4.12.24

Doodle Drop: https://youtu.be/MnZ2tCK-Uwk
Litter Video: https://youtu.be/DJi3XOiaGW0

Tilly Blue Dot took some time to adjust into new settings/situations. He began to calm after minimal signs of stress.
He takes some time to adjust but interacts after having some time to get comfortable with the new environment.

When he is put in a new environment, he shows some signs of stress.

When he is exposed to a stressor like a bath or medical treatment, he shows some signs of stress.

When Tilly Blue Dot was introduced to noises or startling sounds, he was startled and showed signs of stress but recovers
well on his own with some time.
He was investigative when new objects were introduced and would slowly move towards to investigate, tail down.

Tilly Blue Dot is showing good focus that lasted up to 15 seconds. Very good for learning and training!
He also has a high interest in higher valued rewards, which is another motivator for good training.
He loves food but doesn’t have a high interest in toys.
He, along with several of his siblings are motivated to problem solve, and are persistent to try and figure things out.

He is not very mouthy, but will use his mouth about half the time when trying to investigate something new.
During the test, he vocalizes during stressful situations mainly, but also socially appropriate, and other times as well.
He showed good control over the pressure of his bite when exploring with his mouth. Leaving no marks on skin or
damage to toys.

When handled he was excited and tolerable of restraint.
He demonstrated no possessiveness with his siblings or the tester with toys or food.

https://youtu.be/MnZ2tCK-Uwk
https://youtu.be/DJi3XOiaGW0


Overall, the Tilly litter has a mid-moderate energy level. He is motivated to interact and figure things out with little to no
signs of stress in the process. He was working to engage and stay engaged with tester, but could be distracted with
something else also.

Health Notes: Blue Dot only has one descended testicle


